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PUBLIC INTEREST ORGANIZATION ACTION 
INTRODUCTION 
Each regulatory agency of 
California government hears from 
!hose trades or industries it respect-
ively affects. Usually organized 
through various trade associations 
professional lobbyists regular!; 
formulate positions, draft legisla-
tion and proposed rules, and pro-
vide information as part of an 
ongoing agency relationship. These 
~roups usually focus on the par-
ticular agency overseeing a major 
aspect of their business. The cur-
rent activities of these groups are 
reviewed as a part of the summary 
discussion of each agency, infra. 
There are, in addition, a num-
ber of organizations which do not 
represent a profit-stake interest in 
regulatory policies. These organi-
zations advocate more diffuse 
interests-the taxpayer, small 
business owner, consumer, environ-
ment, future. The growth of regula-
tory government has led some of 
these latter groups to become 
advocates before the regulatory 
agencies of California, often be-
fore more than one agency and 
usually on a sporadic basis. 
Public interest organizations 
vary in ideology from the Pacific 
Legal Foundation to Campaign 
California. What follows are brief 
descriptions of the current pro-
jects of these separate and diverse 
groups. The staff of the Center 
for Public Interest Law has sur-
veyed approximately 200 such 
groups in California, directly con-
tacting most of them. The fol-
lowing brief descriptions are only 
intended to summarize their activi-
ties and plans with respect to the 
various regulatory agencies in 
California. 
ACCESS TO JUSTICE 
FOUNDATION 
P.O. Box 1736 
Santa Monica, CA 90406 
(213) 395-7622 
Access to Justice Foundation (AJF) 
is a nonprofit, nonpartisan citizen ad-
vocacy organization established to in-
form the public about the operation of 
th~ le~al system; provide independent, 
obJect1ve research on the protection 
accorded citizens by laws; and guarantee 
citizens of California access to a fair 
and efficient system of justice. 
AJF publishes a bimonthly report, 
Citizens Alliance, on citizens' rights 
issues and actions at the local, state, and 
federal levels. Legislative, judicial, and 
administrative activities which impact on 
the public justice system and the exercise 
of citizens' rights are a major focus of 
the organization's research and educa-
tional activities. AJF is funded by grants 
and individual memberships. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
AJF's "Voter Revolt to Cut Insur-
a~ce Rates" project won an astounding 
victory at the polls on November 8 when 
~roposition 103, the consumer group's 
msurance reform measure, was passed 
by the voters. (See CRLR Vol. 8, No. 4 
(Fall 1988) pp. 13 and 85-86; and Vol. 8, 
No. 3 (Summer 1988) p. 18 for back-
ground information.) Among other 
things, Proposition 103 ends the exemp-
tio_n from antitrust scrutiny previously 
enJoyed by the insurance industry (such 
that insurers may no longer collude in 
setting rates); requires a 20% rate roll-
~ack and. one-year rate freeze for many 
Imes of msurance; requires prior ap-
proval by the Insurance Commissioner 
of certain rate changes; eliminates terri-
torial rating schemes and requires that 
rates be based upon an individual's 
driving record; prohibits insurers from 
cancelling or failing to renew policies 
except upon specified grounds; and cre-
ates a nonprofit corporation to repre-
sent the interests of insurance consumers 
in rate proceedings. The insurance in-
dustry spent over $70 million to advocate 
its own two initiatives and to defeat 
Propositions 100 and 103. By contrast, 
the Voter Revolt campaign spent ap-
proximately $2 million in support of 
Proposition 103. 
On November 9, insurance companies 
filed four separate lawsuits to block 
implementation of key provisions of 
Proposition 103, declaring them uncon-
stitutional. Two days after the election, 
the California Supreme Court stayed all 
provisions of the initiative from taking 
effect, but on December 7-at the urging 
of Attorney General John Van de Kamp 
and the proponents of Proposition 
I 03-:-t_he court allowed all but two major 
prov1S1ons to become effective. At this 
writing, only the provisions requiring an 
immediate 20% rate rollback and the 
insertion of notices regarding the non-
profit consumer advocacy organization 
in insurers' billing envelopes are on hold 
~ntil the court makes its decision, which 
1s expected sometime in the spring of 
1989. 
Joining in the defense of Proposition 
I 03 before the state high court are Van 
de Kamp and a coalition of attorneys 
representing Voter Revolt and consumer 
advocate Ralph Nader. The coalition is 
headed by Burlingame attorney Joseph 
Cotchett, who is joined by attorneys 
from the Los Angeles law firm of Hedges, 
Powe & Caldwell, the Center for Public 
Interest Law, and a number of law pro-
fessors from various California law 
schools. Governor Deukmejian and In-
surance Commissioner Roxani Gillespie 
have declared themselves neutral on the 
merits of the lawsuit. 
On December 5, the first day of the 
new legislative session, Senator Alan 
Robbins, chair of the Senate Insurance 
Claims and Corporations Committee' 
introduced a bill intended to punish in~ 
surance companies attempting to avoid 
compliance with provisions of Proposi-
~ion 103. Since the ~lection, a number of 
msurance compames have announced 
they are leaving the state, will not renew 
policies, refuse to write new insurance 
policies, or are shifting their customers 
to higher-priced affiliates. 
As introduced, Robbins' SB 103 
would prevent insurers from cancelling 
or failing to renew policies for more 
than 10% of their policyholders within a 
particular line of insurance during any 
one-month period, and from directing 
new customers to higher-priced subsidi-
aries. Penalties of 25-50% of the previous 
year's total premium could be levied 
against insurers found in violation. 
According to Robbins, his bill is an 
interim, six-month measure to help keep 
the state's insurance market stable while 
the Supreme Court considers the indus-
try's challenge to Proposition 103. SB 
103 is an urgency bill which must pass 
both houses by a two-thirds majority. 
On December 27, Voter Revolt re-
leased to the news media an internal 
memo prepared for the insurance indus-
try which AJF Director Harvey Rosen-
field called "a blueprint for economic 
terrorism, political manipulation and 
special interest abuse." The report, sent 
to Voter Revolt anonymously, recom-
mended that insurers spend $5-$10 mil-
lion per year to improve the industry's 
public image by working more closely 
with the media, hiring special media 
spokespersons (including a well-known 
actor and a top-level insurance execu-
tive), intensifying legislative lobbying, 
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and reattempting the passage of no-fault 
insurance legislation. A San Francisco 
political consultant who worked to de-
feat Proposition 103 and for passage of 
the industry's initiatives wrote the 
memo, which the insurance industry 
claimed was merely for discussion and 
had not been officially adopted. 
Rosenfield pointed to a particular 
passage in the memo, and charged that 
the industry plans to intentionally dis-
rupt the insurance market to discredit 
and ultimately defeat Proposition 103. 
That sentence reads: "The ramifications 
of Proposition 103 may ultimately force 
voters to re-examine [the initiative], but 
only if events create an unstable environ-
ment where the auto insurance system is 
in continuing turmoil." The report sug-
gested an industry-wide focus on public 
relations strategies in order to take 
advantage of "a backlash against the 
perceived irresponsibility of Proposition 
103. In defeat, the industry may finally 
win-if it realizes the opportunity and 
continues to mobilize its considerable 
resources." The memo also recommended 
that the insurance industry begin interview-
ing individuals who may be potential 
candidates for the office of Insurance 
Commissioner. Proposition 103 requires 





P. 0. Box 7000-866 
Redondo Beach, CA 90277 
(213) 378-3950 
The American Lung Association of 
California (ALAC) emphasizes the pre-
vention and control of lung disease and 
the associated effects of air pollution. 
Any respiratory care legislative bill is of 
major concern. Similarly, the Associa-
tion is concerned with the actions of the 
Air Resources Board and therefore moni-
tors and testifies before that Board. The 
Association has extended the scope of 
its concerns to encompass a wider range 
of issues pertaining to public health and 
environmental toxics generally. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
The national American Lung Associa-
tion, the American Medical Association, 
the American Heart Association, and 
the American Cancer Society have all 
filed formal petitions with the federal 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA), 
which ask the agency to regulate the 
new so-called "smokeless cigarette." In 
early December, top federal health offi-
cials (including the Surgeon General) 
called on FDA to ban the product, which 
delivers nicotine by heating rather than 
burning tobacco. Tobacco remains un-
regulated by any federal agency under 
federal statutes related to health issues. 
Tobacco companies insist that FDA 
lacks jurisdiction to regulate the smoke-
less cigarette. 
In October, ALAC presented its an-
nual California Clean Air Award to V. 
John White, air quality consultant to 
the Sierra Club's Sacramento legislative 
office. White was instrumental in the 
development and passage of major air 
quality legislation during the 1987-88 
legislative session. The coveted ALAC 
award recognizes significant achieve-
ments contributing to the clean-up of 
air pollution in California. 
NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY 
555 Audubon Place 
Sacramento, CA 95825 
(916)481-5332 
The National Audubon Society 
(NAS) has two priorities: the conserva-
tion of wildlife, including endangered 
species, and the conservation and wise 
use of water. The society works to estab-
lish and protect wildlife refuges, wilder-
ness areas, and wild and scenic rivers. 
To achieve these goals, the society sup-
ports measures for the abatement and 
prevention of all forms of environmental 
pollution. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
On November 17, a federal judge in 
Seattle ruled that the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) acted arbi-
trarily and contrary to the findings of its 
own experts in not listing the Northern 
spotted owl as an endangered species. 
This decision in a case brought by NAS 
and 22 other groups gave the environ-
mentalists hope that large-scale logging 
of the bird's habitat in old-growth forests 
of the Pacific Northwest will diminish. 
(See CRLR Vol. 8, No. 3 (Summer 
1988) p. 19; Vol. 7, No. I (Winter 1987) 
p. 13; and Vol. 6, No. 4 (Fall 1986) p. 11 
for background information.) The judge 
cited warnings by government scientists 
that spotted owl populations are rapidly 
declining where logging of ancient Doug-
las fir trees is occurring. The court gave 
the USFWS ninety days to justify its 
decision to omit the spotted owl from 
its list of endangered or threatened spe-
cies. Experts from Audubon and other 
environmental groups believe there may 
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only be approximately 5,000 of the owls 
still living. and that they thrive only in 
old-growth stands of Douglas fir trees. 
Conservationists assert that only two to 
three million acres of the ancient fir 
forests remain. 
Audubon leaders are grateful to 
thousands of environmentalists around 
the nation who sent letters to Congress 
opposing oil development in the Arctic 
National Wildlife Refuge. (See CRLR 
Vol. 8, No. 3 (Summer 1988) p. 19 for 
background information.) Environment-
alists fought the Reagan administration 
and the oil industry to a standstill on a 
bill to open the refuge for oil explora-
tion. Audubon's Alaska regional office 
staff warn that protecting the Refuge 
must be a high priority in 1989 because 
the oil industry has almost unlimited 
financial resources and is preparing a 
heavy assault on Congress. 
The Tongass National Forest Timber 
Reform Act (H.R. 1516)-supported by 
NAS-passed the House of Representa-
tives by a vote of 361 to 47 in July, but 
was blocked in the Senate by the two 
senators from Alaska who threatened a 
filibuster in the closing days of the 
session. (See CRLR Vol. 8, No. 2 (Spring 
1988) p. 14 and Vol. 8, No. I (Winter 
1988) pp. 18-19 for background informa-
tion.) 
Plans for a 50,000-acre Tallgrass 
Prairie National Preserve in Oklahoma 
were stymied in July when Rep. Mickey 
Edwards (R-Oklahoma) withdrew his 
support for legislation which would have 
established the preserve (see CRLR Vol. 
8, No. 2 (Spring I 988) p. 14 for back-
ground information). Audubon's West 
Central regional office staff said they 
will be at work to formulate new 1989 
legislation that will create the nation's 
only preserve for the rare virgin Ameri-
can grassland. The immediate concern 
among environmentalists is that a sub-
stantial portion of land containing the 
grasslands may soon be sold to develop-
ment interests. 
The November 1988 issue of Audu-
bon magazine notes that fourteen federal 
agencies are coordinating a National 
Response Center for public reporting of 
oil and toxic waste spills and dumping. 
Anyone witnessing spills of such materi-
als should call 800-424-8802. 
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BERKELEY LAW FOUNDATION 
Boalt Hall School of Law, Rm. 1 E 
University of California 
Berkeley, CA 94720 
(415)642-1738 
The Berkeley Law Foundation (BLF) 
is an income-sharing organization of 
Boalt law students and faculty which 
provides funding to public interest law 
projects. BLF is an "attempt to institu-
tionalize financial, moral and directional 
support for public interest work within 
the legal profession, thereby avoiding 
dependence on outside foundations or 
governmental largesse." 
BLF is a nonprofit corporation gov-
erned by a seventeen-member Board of 
Directors elected directly by the mem-
bership. The Board includes attorneys 
in both public and private practice, 
community representatives and law 
school faculty members, as well as mem-
bers of the Foundation. 
Foundation grants are designed to 
provide subsistence support and start-
up funding for recently-trained attorneys 
committed to public interest work. BLF 
also provides a summer grants program 
to help law students undertake summer 
projects under the auspices of a sponsor-
ing public interest organization. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
During the fall, BLF publicized its 
1989 grant proposal acceptance process. 
The deadline for proposals was January 
9. BLF awards up to four major grants 
per year for legal projects which serve 
underrepresented groups in society. It 
usually funds proposals which can 
achieve results within a one-year period, 
or generate additional sources of fund-
ing after the initial grant. BLF's grants 
are generally aimed at providing seed 
money for new projects rather than for 
on-going legal services. The BLF Board 
will conduct interviews with grant pro-
posal finalists in March, and winners 
will be announced in May. 
CALIFORNIA CONSUMER 
AFFAIRS ASSOCIATION 
c / o David Ball, Consumer 
Protection Division 
Office of District Attorney 
Room 183, Hall of Justice 
San Rafael, CA 94903 
(415) 499-6482 
California Consumer Affairs Associa-
tion (CCAA) is a statewide affiliation of 
local consumer protection agencies. The 
Association was founded in 1974 to es-
tablish and facilitate an avenue of com-
munication among agencies concerned 
with the protection of consumers. CCAA 
actively represents the interests of Cali-
fornia consumers in legislative and regula-
tory arenas. It serves its members and 
the public by providing workshops, 
training sessions, and forums, and by 
preparing and publishing educational 
materials and legislative summaries. 
Member groups provide their constitu-
encies with counseling, information, and 
informal mediation services when mar-
ketplace transactions result in disputes. 
Some member agencies act as small 
claims court advisors. 
Membership in CCAA is open to 
federal, state, and local agencies which 
are primarily funded by the government, 
with a mandate of consumer protection 
and/ or assistance. Nonprofit organiza-
tions devoted to consumerism may also 
be eligible for membership. In addition, 
CCAA membership includes representa-
tives of federal, state, and local law 
enforcement entities. Association struc-
ture is divided into northern and south-
ern California divisions. CCAA convenes 
annually to involve members in setting 
goals and policies and to elect new offi-
cers. An executive committee composed 
of a vice president from each division 
and other CCAA officers ensures co-
ordination. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
At its annual October conference, 
David Ball was elected as CCAA's new 
state president. Mr. Ball is Consumer 
Services Officer in the Consumer Pro-
tection Division of the Marin County 
District Attorney's office. 
Also at the October meeting, CCAA 
established a steering committee to im-
plement a membership drive and con-
sider changes in the organization's 
bylaws to enhance CCAA membership 
expansion. Membership guidelines may 
be broadened to include consumer affairs 
professionals other than those who meet 
current qualifications. Present member-
ship is open only to employees of govern-
ment agencies and nonprofit consumer 
organizations. 
Martin Dyer, Chief of the state Bu-
reau of Automotive Repair (BAR), was 
guest speaker at CCAA's Northern Cali-
fornia Chapter meeting in San Francisco 
on January 20. Dyer discussed proposed 
new regulations affecting certification of 
third-party arbitration mechanisms to 
resolve "lemon law" disputes. 
CCAA's next quarterly meeting is 
tentatively scheduled for April in Marin 
County, when members will begin plan-
ning for the annual October conference. 
CALIFORNIA PUBLIC 
INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP 
1147 S. Robertson Blvd., Suite 203 
Los Angeles, CA 90035 
(213) 278-9244 
CalPIRG is a nonprofit statewide 
organization founded and primarily 
staffed by students from several Cali-
fornia universities. It is the largest stu-
dent-funded organization of its kind in 
the state. There are Ca!PIRG chapters 
on four campuses of the University of 
California and at the private University 
of Santa Clara. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
On November 30, Ca!PIRG released 
the results of its third annual Los Angel-
es area food price survey. The survey 
was conducted on October 15, and com-
pared the prices of seven leading super-
market chains in the Los Angeles area. 
Ca!PIRG checked the prices of 115 com-
mon grocery items, processed the data 
by computer, and concluded that Lucky 
Stores had the lowest overall prices. 
From least to most expensive in ranking 
order, the results were: Lucky, Vons, 
Albertsons, Hughes, Ralphs, Alpha 
Beta, and The Boys. Since the 1987 
survey, the greatest change is that Vons 
has improved from fifth to second least 
expensive. 
The San Diego area CalPIRG chap-
ter's November food price survey also 
found that Lucky Stores (formerly Food 
Basket) had the lowest prices of six 
major supermarkets surveyed. Vons 
came in a close second with prices only 
2.5% higher than Lucky's. The San Diego 
chapter has been conducting food price 
surveys for the past fifteen years. Its 
latest survey reported that prices have 
increased since March: Lucky's prices 
rose 6.4%; Vons escalated 8.6%; while 
Ralphs and Big Bear had increases of 
6.2% and 7.39%, respectively. Ca!PIRG 
said the increases could be explained by 
a lessening of area competition among 
chains as a result of the acquisition of 
172 Safeway stores by Vons. 
CalPIRG has accused Lucky Stores 
of misleading the public with its new 
advertising campaign aimed at quelling 
public concern over pesticides in food. 
Lucky promotes the state Department 
of Food and Agriculture's (DFA) moni-
toring program, saying that consumers 
need not worry if they shop at Lucky. 
But Ca!PIRG asserts that the DFA moni-
tors less than half the carcinogenic 
pesticides used on food and produce. 
Ca!PIRG suggests that consumers urge 
Lucky and other supermarkets to estab-
lish full lines of organic produce. 
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National PIRG published its assess-
ment of the 100th Congress in its fall 
newsletter, Citizen Agenda. PIRG said 
the shadow of special interest influence 
continued to dominate Washington poli-
tics in 1988. Nevertheless, PIRG and its 
environmental/ consumer allies won sev-
eral new consumer and environmental 
protections. In February, Congress strength-
ened the 1972 Clean Water Act by over-
riding President Reagan's second veto of 
the measure. A weak compromise on the 
revised Clean Air Act was stopped in the 
Senate, setting the stage for a new cam-
paign in I 989 for a tougher clean air bill. 
PIRG and other environmental groups 
are not satisfied with the watered-down 
version of the Federal Insecticide, Fungi-
cide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) 
passed by both houses of Congress. The 
measure accelerates the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA) testing 
program for over 90% of the pesticides 
on the market that are untested for health 
effects; and chemical manufacturers will 
be required to pay fees to register their 
pesticides, thus helping to pay the costs 
of testing. But environmentalists said 
the bill fails to address the most import-
ant pesticide dangers facing Americans: 
risks posed by widespread pesticide con-
tamination of groundwater, wholly in-
adequate farmworker safety standards, 
and almost nonexistent monitoring of 
pesticides in foods. In September, U.S. PIRG 
released a study of EPA records docu-
menting the presence of 73 different 
pesticides in the groundwater of 34 states. 
A bill backed by U.S. PIRG to re-
authorize and strengthen the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission passed in 
House committees, but was blocked in 
the Senate by Idaho senators James 
McClure and Steve Symms. PIRG al-
leges that, over the last eight years, the 
Commission's refusal to issue manda-
tory safety standards for many danger-
ous products has resulted in tens of 
thousands of deaths and injuries. 
PIRG will be active in the campaign 
for the Universal Voter Registration Act 
in 1989, since it did not move in 1988. 
The measure would remove barriers to 
voting by allowing voter registration at 
the polls on election day, and registra-
tion by mail and at government agencies. 
CALIFORNIANS AGAINST 
WASTE 
909 12th St., Suite 201 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
(916) 443-5422 
In 1977, Californians Against Waste 
(CAW) was formed to advocate for a 
recycling bill in the legislature which 
would require a minimum refundable 
deposit of five cents on beer and soft 
drink containers. After being repeatedly 
thwarted legislatively by well-financed 
industry opponents, CAW sponsored 
and organized a coalition for a state-
wide citizen initiative which appeared 
on the ballot in I 982 as Proposition I I. 
That measure failed after can and bottle 
manufacturers and their allies raised and 
spent $6 million to defeat it. CAW 
worked for passage in 1986 of AB 2020 
(Margolin), the "bottle bill" which in its 
final compromise form establishes a 
redemption value of one cent per con-
tainer, with the amount increasing to 
three cents if specified recycling goals 
are not achieved. The bill requires re-
cycling centers to be located within one-
half mile of supermarkets with over $2 
million in annual sales. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
In September, CAW responded with 
strong criticism to Governor Deukme-
jian 's veto of AB 3298 (Killea, Cortese), 
a bill that would have required cities 
and counties in California to implement 
programs to recycle 25% of their solid 
waste. (See CRLR Vol. 8, No. 4 (Fall 
1988) p. 17 and Vol. 8, No. 3 (Summer 
1988) p. 21 for details on AB 3298.) 
CAW called AB 3298 the only immedi-
ate solution to the state's solid waste 
crisis. On October 6, CAW protested 
the veto of AB 3298 and a number of 
other recycling bills by dumping a huge 
pile of trash in plastic bags on the 
Capitol steps. 
According to CAW, a review of cam-
paign contributions to the Governor 
from the refuse industry revealed that 
he has received at least $100,000 from 
waste haulers since 1985. CAW said the 
trash hauling industry lobbied heavily 
against AB 3298 and even boasted about 
expecting a veto. A coalition of groups 
which backed AB 3298 vowed to reintro-
duce the bill in 1989 and win the Gover-
nor's support. 
CAW is also angry about the Gover-
nor's veto of a number of other recycling 
bills, including AB 3746 (Eastin), which 
would have extended the state procure-
ment preference for recycled products to 
all government agencies; SB 188 (Al-
quist), which would have provided a 
10% tax credit to industries which utilize 
recycled materials in manufacturing; AB 
4498 (Sher), which would have provided 
a special state procurement program for 
recycled oil; AB 3991 (Farr), which 
would have required a study into how 
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industries could utilize more recyclable 
resources enabled by technological ad-
vances; AB 3761 (Connelly), which would 
have prohibited the manufacture, sale, 
and distribution of polystyrene (styro-
foam) manufactured with chloroflouro-
carbons; and AB 3012 (Katz), which 
would have prohibited the siting of land-
fills within a certain distance of resi-
dences and hospitals which might be 
placed at risk. 
The following bills supported by 
CAW were signed by the Governor: AB 
612 (Sher), which includes glass wine 
cooler containers in the 1986 "bottle 
bill" as of January I, 1990; AB 3957 
(Sher), which cancels the recalculation 
for two years of the beverage container 
recycling processing fee; AB 3299 (Killea), 
which requires plastic containers over 
sixteen ounces to carry a label indicating 
the plastic resin from which the container 
is manufactured-this labeling will assist 
in separation of the containers for plas-
tic recycling; and AB 3204 (Tanner), 
which prohibits the disposal of lead acid 
batteries into landfills or any open en-
vironment, requires dealers to accept 
used batteries for recycling at the point 
of sale of new ones, and allows citizens 
to return used batteries to recycling cen-
ters for recycling. 
CAW points to a recent study on 
rates of beverage container recycling 
which reinforces environmentalists' asser-
tions that the current one-cent refund 
value is inadequate to motivate the pub-
lic to recycle. A state Department of 
Conservation report released in August 
showed that while 67% of aluminum 
containers are being recycled, only 48% 
of glass and 4% of plastic containers are 
recycled. According to CAW, the figure 
for glass is misleading because it in-
cludes all types of glass containers. 
CA W's calculations show that the one-
cent glass deposit bottle recycling rate is 
only 20% 
Although CAW actively supported 
AB 3160 (Margolin)-the 1988 bill which 
would have increased the redemption 
value of glass containers to two-for-a-
nickel, the bill died due to beverage 
container industry lobbying led by 
Anheuser-Busch. (See CRLR Vol. 8, No. 
4 (Fall 1988) p. 17.) AB 3160 had at-
tracted broad-based public and news 
editorial support, and a statewide poll 
by the CAW Foundation indicated that 
two-for-a-nickel refunds would likely 
double the public participation in re-
cycling. According to CAW, the Depart-
ment of Conservation also believes that 
higher redemption values would signifi-
cantly benefit local curbside recycling 
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programs with increased revenues, vol-
umes, and public awareness. 
CAMPAIGN CALIFORNIA 
1337 Santa Monica Mall, Suite 301 
Santa Monica, CA 90401 
(213) 393-3701 
In July 1986, the Campaign for 
Economic Democracy (founded in 1977) 
became Campaign California (CamCal). 
The 25,000-member organization, with 
offices in Sacramento, San Jose, and 
San Francisco and headquarters in Santa 
Monica, continues as the largest pro-
gressive citizens action group in the 
state. Each office of the organization 
operates a door-to-door and telephone 
canvass, providing direct contact with 
voters regarding issues; facilitating fund-
raising and signature collection drives; 
and resulting in registration of new voters. 
Campaign California supports efforts 
to frame workable, progressive solutions 
to problems in the areas of child care, 
education, environment, transportation, 
personal safety, insurance, and health 
care. It targets the private entrepreneur 
as a source of economic growth, jobs. 
and innovation. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
In the November election. CamCal 
helped with the strong win for Proposi-
tion 99, the tobacco tax initiative which 
passed by a 57.2% to 42.2% margin 
despite the fact that the tobacco industry 
spent $17 million to defeat the measure. 
CamCal's efforts on behalf of Proposi-
tion 99 succeeded in obtaining more 
than $1.5 million worth of free radio 
and television advertising time through 
the fairness doctrine. CamCal also con-
tributed over $75,000 to the campaign, 
and its members collected over 98,000 
signatures to place the measure on the 
ballot. 
CamCal-endorsed candidates won 
three city council posts in Chico. three 
in Santa Cruz, four in San Francisco. 
and three in Santa Monica. Assembly-
member Tom Hayden, founder of 
CamCal. easily won reelection in the 
44th Assembly District by a 220;- margin. 
In Sacramento, one CamCal-endorsed 
candidate for the board of the Sacra-
men to Municipal Utility District 
(SMUD) was elected. According to 
CamCal. three out of the five positions 
on the SM U D board are now held by 
pro-consumer representatives, despite 
the strong effort by pro-nuclear forces 
to solidify their control of that board. 
In October. SMUD directors an-
nounced a second public vote on June 
6, 1989, to determine whether the be-
leaguered Rancho Seco nuclear plant 
will continue to operate (see CRLR Vol. 
8, No. 4 (Fall 1988) p. 17 and Vol. 8, 
No. 3 (Summer 1988) p. 22 for back-
ground on Rancho Seco). Measure C, 
which passed by a slim margin last June 
6, requires SMUD to hire a consultant 
to evaluate the performance of the re-
actor every six months. The first evalu-
ation was due in December, but at this 
writing, SM U D has yet to hire the 
consultant. 
CENTER FOR LAW IN THE 
PUBLIC INTEREST 
1/835 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 1/55 
Los Angeles, CA 90064 
(213) 470-3000 
The Center for Law in the Public 
Interest (CLIP!), founded in 1971, pro-
vides public interest law services. Some 
legal services for the Center are provided 
by the law firm of Hall and Phillips, 
while a number of legal cases are handled 
on a contract basis by outside attorneys. 
The Center's major focus is litigation in 
the areas of environmental protection, 
civil rights and liberties, corporate re-
form, arms control, communications and 
land use planning. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
In its Fall 1988 newsletter, CLIP! 
reports that it supports two proposals to 
facilitate implementation of guidelines 
under a 1981 consent decree regarding 
construction of the $2.5 billion Century 
Freeway project in Los Angeles. To 
oversee management of the massive pro-
ject, CLIP! supports a recommendation 
that the federal judge presiding over the 
case appoint a "special master" who will 
coordinate the highway construction 
and associated replacement of afford-
able housing units razed for the project. 
The special master would oversee the 
California Department of Transporta-
tion (CalTrans). which is building the 
freeway. and the state Department of 
Housing and Community Development 
( HCD), which has been administering 
the housing element. 
At the same time, CLI Pl has urged 
the judge to replace the state housing 
authority with a more flexible nonprofit 
public I private entity to administer con-
struction of new affordable housing with 
$126 million remaining in the housing 
fund. CLI PI 's proposal would create 
the Century Community. Housing Cor-
poration (CCHC) to replace HCD in 
the project. CLIPI believes the private 
corporation would be less fettered by 
bureaucracy, and would take better 
advantage of low-income housing tax 
credits, tax-exempt bonds, FHA insur-
ance programs, and other opportunities 
that it says HCD has missed thus far in 
its construction of about I, I 00 units, 
which has taken the agency seven years. 
As proposed by CLIPI, CCHC would 
be directed by an eight-member board 
and have a staff of fifteen (in contrast, 
HCD employs a staff of 85). CLIP! 
asserts that CCHC would operate with 
lower administrative costs, spending 
only about $5 million over its three-year 
existence, while current HCD costs are 
$4-$5 million per year. CLIPI believes 
the CCHC would be able to efficiently 
and cost-effectively use the remaining 
$126 million to accomplish its goal to 
complete up to 4,000 new and refur-
bished affordable housing units within 
the next three years. 
Nearly $6 million remains in the 
court-established Levi-Strauss damage 
fund after a December 1986 refund dis-
tribution program. The fund was created 
in 1980 under a settlement agreement 
reached between the jeans company and 
the state Attorney General's office, 
which had sued Levi Strauss on anti-
trust grounds. CLIP! has proposed a 
split of the remaining $6 million~half 
to start a consumer trust fund and half 
for a government trust fund. The con-
sumer trust fund would be administered 
by a board of five court-approved 
trustees, whose purpose would be "to 
protect the interests of the Levi Strauss 
consumer class." During a three-year 
period, the board would make grants to 
projects and activities aimed at safe-
guarding against monopolistic practices 
and unfair competition, and protecting the 
interests of low- and moderate-income 
consumers. 
Last summer, CLIPI initiated a joint 
conference on growth entitled "The 
Growth Controversy in California: 
Searching for Common Ground." A 
capacity crowd of 400 participated in 
the two-day event at UCLA, which was 
cosponsored by CLIP!, the UCLA Pub-
lic Policy Program, People for Open 
Space, the California Association of 
Realtors, and the Southern California 
Building Industry Association. 
Small group workshops were central 
to the event and were comprised of a 
cross-section of different perspectives on 
growth with an aim towards forging a 
consensus-based approach to some 
issues. Open, friendly dialogue was the 
result of discussions among environ-
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mentalists, realtors, homeowners, build-
ers, planners, and elected officials. 
Participants reached surprising con-
sensus on the need for strong statewide 
or regional growth planning guidelines. 
Much discussion focused on the idea of 
a master plan for growth management 
and consistency among local, regional, 
and state agencies. Conference cosponsors 
are considering a follow-up event in 1989 
and more frequent, small symposia on 
various growth-related issues. 
CENTER FOR PUBLIC 
INTEREST LAW 
University of San Diego School of Law 
Alcala Park 
San Diego, CA 92110 
(619) 260-4806 
The Center for Public Interest Law 
(CPIL) was formed in 1980 after ap-
proval by the faculty of the University 
of San Diego School of Law. The 
faculty selected Robert C. Fellmeth, a 
law faculty professor, as the Center's 
director. CPIL is funded by the Uni-
versity and private foundation grants. 
The Center is run by six staff mem-
bers, including an attorney in San Fran-
cisco, and approximately forty law 
students. Students in the Center attend 
courses in regulated industries, adminis-
trative law, environmental law, and 
consumer law, and attend meetings and 
monitor activities of assigned agencies. 
Each student also contributes quarterly 
agency updates to the California Regula-
tory Law Reporter. After several months, 
the students choose clinic projects in-
volving active participation in rule-
making, litigation, or writing. 
The Center is attempting to make 
the regulatory functions of state govern-
ment more efficient and more visible by 
serving as a public monitor of state 
regulatory agencies. The Center studies 
approximately sixty agencies, including 
most boards, commissions and depart-
ments with entry control, rate regula-
tion, or related regulatory powers over 
businesses, trades, and professions. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
CPIL's lawsuit to enforce Proposi-
tion 68-a campaign finance reform 
initiative passed by the electorate in the 
June 1988 election-was given new life 
on December 15, when the California 
Supreme Court granted the Center's 
petition for review and remanded the 
case to the Fourth District Court of 
Appeal for further proceedings, including 
oral argument. The Fourth District had 
previously denied the Center's petition 
for a writ of mandate, which challenges 
the Fair Political Practices Commission's 
(FPPC) ruling that virtually none of 
Proposition 68 survives the simultaneous 
passage of Proposition 73. (See CRLR 
Vol. 8, No. 4 (Fall 1988) p. 19 for 
background information.) The Supreme 
Court reversed the Fourth District's 
decision, and ordered it to issue an 
alternative writ under which the FPPC 
is required to show cause why the re-
quested writ should not be granted. The 
Center's co-petitioner in the litigation is 
Assemblymember John Vasconcellos. 
The Center continues to devote the 
majority of its resources to monitoring 
the state's attorney discipline system. 
(See CRLR Vol. 8, No. 4 (Fall 1988) 
pp. 18-19 for background information.) 
Under the direction of State Bar Disci-
pline Monitor Robert C. Fellmeth, CPIL 
will primarily focus on the Bar's imple-
mentation of SB 1498 (Presley), a land-
mark bill signed by the Governor in 
September 1988. Among other things, 
the bill calls for a complete restructur-
ing of the State Bar Court, and includes 
the creation of six full-time State Bar 
Court Judge positions and a permanent 
three-member appeals panel. The Fourth 
Progress Report of the State Bar Disci-
pline Monitor will be released on March 
I, 1989. 
CPIL Director Robert Fellmeth and 
staff counsel James Wheaton recently 
joined a statewide coalition of attorneys 
in representing the proponents of Propo-
sition l03, the "Voter Revolt to Cut 
Insurance Rates" initiative, in litigation 
filed by the insurance industry to invali-
date the proposition. On January 12, 
the coalition filed a 75-page response to 
the industry's challenge; all briefing was 
to be concluded by January 23 and oral 
argument was expected in February. 
(For more information on Proposition 
l03, see supra report on ACCESS TO 
JUSTICE FOUNDATION; see infra 
agency report on DEPARTMENT OF 
INSURANCE.) On January 11, CPIL 
(joined by Consumers Union and others) 
filed a contemporaneous rulemaking 
petition with the Department of Insur-
ance to implement the rate regulation 
provisions of Proposition 103. The 
Center is in the process of formulating 
specific suggested rules to establish a 
model insurance rate review system. 
With the assistance of a grant from 
the Weingart Foundation, the Center 
fulfilled a longtime goal on February I 
when it commenced work on its newest 
project, the California Children's Ad-
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vocacy Institute (Ca!CAI). For the first 
two years of its existence, Ca!CAI will 
focus on three areas: (!) the unavail-
ability of a sufficient number of afford-
able child care spaces, and the impact of 
inadequate day care center insurance 
coverage on the situation; (2) the de-
tection and investigation of child abuse, 
focusing on San Diego County as a case 
study; and (3) follow-up research and 
advocacy on a critical 1987 Little Hoover 
Commission study which concluded that 
the state's delivery of children's services 
is fragmented and uncoordinated. 
In a December 19 order, the Public 
Utilities Commission (PUC) awarded 
CPIL $3,582 in intervenor compensation 
for its participation in the 1988 San 
Diego Gas and Electric Company Gen-
eral Rate Case. Three Center interns 
intervened on the narrow issue of 
SDG&E's proposal to charge ratepayers 
who voluntarily or involuntarily dis-
connect their services for less than one 
year a $15 reconnect fee, in addition to 
its usual monthly service charge for 
months during which service was dis-
connected and the customer received no 
service. SDG&E voluntarily withdrew 
its proposal immediately after receiving 
the Center's challenge. 
On the intervenor compensation issue, 
CPIL argued that the Commission's 
rules should not enable utilities to make 
inappropriate rate requests, test the 
opposition, and then withdraw them 
where opposition causes their implica-
tions to become visible, without compen-
sating the opponents their costs. In 
awarding compensation to the Center, 
the Commission noted that "in this pro-
ceeding, SDG&E presented a number of 
controversial proposals that were event-
ually withdrawn. While SDG&E should 
be commended for its willingness to 
rethink positions, this approach could 
cause intervenors to spend their limited 
resources without compensation." 
The Center is preparing for a summer 
trial in Le Bup Thi Dao v. BMQA, its 
lawsuit against the Board of Medical 
Quality Assurance on behalf of post-
1975 graduates of the University of 
Saigon. (See CRLR Vol. 8, No. 2 (Spring 
1988) p. 18 and Vol. 7, No. 4 (Fall 1987) 
p. 17 for background information.) The 
Center seeks injunctive, declaratory, and 
monetary relief from the Board, which 
refused to process the physician licensure 
applications of 32 Vietnamese medical 
graduates from January 1986 to Feb-
ruary 1988. 
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COMMON CAUSE 
636 S. Hobart Blvd., Suite 226 
Los Angeles, CA 90005 
(213) 387-2017 
California Common Cause (CC) is a 
public affairs lobbying organization 
dedicated to obtaining a "more open, 
accountable and responsive government" 
and "decreasing the power of special 
interests to affect the legislature." 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
In October, Common Cause announced 
plans to seek tough new California ethics 
in government laws in 1989. Citing the 
FBI's examination of Capitol corrup-
tion, CC said it is concerned that public 
confidence in state government is at a 
dangerously low level, and called on the 
legislature and the Governor to take 
dramatic steps to restore public trust. 
CC Executive Director Walter Zelman 
said the best thing elected representa-
tives can do to restore public faith is to 
enact an ethics package that requires 
California officials to perform their 
duties under the most comprehensive 
laws that exist anywhere in the nation. 
CC is currently drafting the ethics pack-
age, which would: 
-restrict honoraria and gifts to legis-
lators and require more frequent dis-
closures of gifts that are allowed; 
-limit outside income earned by law-
makers, but possibly increase legislative 
salaries, benefits, and compensation; 
-restrict political activities, including 
fundraising by legislative staff members; 
-create an Office of Special Prose-
cutor to enforce state ethics laws; 
-impose tighter rules on the use of 
campaign funds for the personal benefit 
of candidates and more specific disclos-
ure requirements about how campaign 
money is spent and raised; and 
-strengthen current rules that pro-
hibit high-level public officials from 
leaving their jobs and immediately lobby-
ing their former agencies ("revolving 
door" legislation), and apply these rules 
to legislators. Current state law does not 
apply to legislators. 
CC will additionally propose measures 
to protect government whistleblowers 
and establish a full-time commission 
with the authority to monitor legisla-
tors' ethics behavior and appoint special 
prosecutors in certain cases. A special 
ethics committee has been created within 
CC to oversee the ethics package project. 
CC hopes to draft the most far-reaching 
bills that can gain the broadest public 
support. The package exists in outline 
form at this writing and was expected 
to be introduced to the legislature in 
January. 
Other issues on the California Com-
mon Cause's 1989-90 agenda include 
efforts to reduce gerrymandering in the 
I 990 census; consumer legislation deal-
ing with the Department of Insurance, 
the funeral industry, the Board of Medi-
cal Quality Assurance, and the largely 
unregulated cable television industry; 
voter registration reforms such as elec-
tion-day registration, simplification of 
voter registration change of address 
procedures, and invigoration of local 
governments' obligation to provide voter 
registration outreach, such as registration 
at public agencies; tax reform, including 
a reassessment of the Gann spending 
limit, watchdogging special interest tax 
loopholes, and the ongoing task of ensur-
ing conformity of state to federal tax 
laws; and state regulation and enforce-
ment of discrimination laws in the areas 
of housing, health care, and employment, 
including strengthening of regulations 
that prohibit civil rights abuses. 
CC continues to focus on the resolu-
tion of differences between Propositions 
68 and 73-two campaign finance reform 
initiatives which both passed in June 
I 988. Despite the fact that Proposition 
73 received more votes than did Proposi-
tion 68, CC contends that certain sections 
of Proposition 68 should be implement-
ed, including the ban on off-year election 
fundraising and the overall limits on 
contributions by corporations and politi-
cal action committees. When two initia-
tives on the same subject matter pass 
simultaneously, both must be imple-
mented; in areas where there is irrecon-
cilable conflict, the initiative which 
received the most votes governs. CC 
sponsored Proposition 68 (see CRLR 
Vol. 8, No. 3 (Summer 1988) pp. 23-24 
and Vol. 8, No. 2 (Spring 1988) pp. I 
and I 9 for background information on 
the initiative). CC intends to challenge a 
November ruling by the Fair Political 
Practices Commission (FPPC) under 
which neither Proposition 68's ban on 
non-election year fundraising nor its 
aggregate contribution limitations will 
be implemented. 
On December 23, Common Cause 
sued the FPPC, challenging its ruling 
which would allow political candidates 
and committees to use funds raised be-
fore January I, 1989, in elections after 
that date, despite fairly explicit language 
to the contrary in Proposition 73. In its 
suit filed in Los Angeles Superior Court, 
CC alleges that the FPPC exceeded its 
authority to interpret the statute by 
essentially rewriting it. CC insists that 
the FPPC's duty is to enforce the pro-
visions of the initiative unless an appel-
late court rules otherwise. 
Common Cause and the League of 
Women Voters have also filed a lawsuit 
in the Third District Court of Appeal in 
Sacramento (which has ordered full brief-
ing and oral argument), asserting that 
Proposition 73's ban on the use of 
"public monies" for campaign financing 
is unconstitutional. CC contends that 
the proposition's statutory ban on public 
financing impermissibly binds future 
legislatures from enacting laws in that 
area, and that such a ban may only be 
accomplished through a constitutional 
amendment. 
CONSUMER ACTION 
116 New Montgomery St., Suite 223 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
(415) 777-9635 
San Francisco Consumer Action 
(CA) is a nonprofit consumer advocacy 
and education organization formed in 
1971. Most of its 2,300 members are in 
northern California but significant 
growth has taken place in southern 
California over the past year. CA is a 
multi-issue group which since 1984 has 
focused its work in the banking and 
telecommunications industries. 
CA has filed petitions with and 
appeared before the California Public 
Utilities Commission (PUC) in the field 
of telephone rates. Statewide pricing 
surveys are published periodically com-
paring the rates of equal-access long 
distance companies and the prices of 
services offered by financial institutions. 
The purpose of the pricing surveys, 
which are released to the public, are to 
encourage consumers to comparison 
shop, to stimulate competition in the 
marketplace, and to compile data for 
use in advocating reforms. In 1986, more 
than 18,000 consumers requested survey 
information. 
Once each year, CA publishes con-
sumer service guides for the San Fran-
cisco Bay area and the Los Angeles area 
which list agencies and groups offering 
services to consumers and assisting with 
complaints. A free consumer complaint/ 
information switchboard is provided by 
CA, and the group publishes a regular 
newsletter which includes the pricing 
surveys. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
A fall Consumer Action survey re-
leased on October 25 found improved 
compliance with the state credit card 
disclosure law, the Areias-Robbins Full 
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Disclosure Act of 1986. CA sent letters 
to California and out-of-state credit card 
issuers requesting applications. Returned 
applications were reviewed for disclosure 
of three legally-required facts: (I) the 
interest rate or annual percentage rate 
(APR); (2) the annual membership fee; 
and (3) the "free ride" or "grace" period. 
Of the 40 companies which replied, CA's 
survey found 29 (72.5%) in full compli-
ance with the law. In a similar CA 
survey one year ago, only 22 of 45 
(48.89%) disclosed all required facts. 
CA's sixth annual credit card interest 
rate survey released on November 2 
found rising interest rates, but Califor-
nians can still choose from ten in-state 
and eighteen out-of-state credit cards 
with rates of 16% or below. The survey 
includes 37 California banks and savings 
and loan companies and 11 credit unions. 
Eighteen out-of-state low-rate credit 
cards are also surveyed. The information 
is accurate as of September 6, 1988. The 
eight-page CA survey is available at no 
charge to individuals who send a stamped, 
self-addressed business-sized envelope 
with 45 cents postage to CA's San Fran-
cisco address. 
For consumers who do not qualify 
for a major credit card, CA offers the 
following advice: ignore the temptation 
to contact companies which offer "guar-
anteed" credit cards and state that "no 
one is turned down." The companies 
offering these cards act as middle-agents 
between the consumer and a few banks. 
Consumers who send money to these 
go-between firms may never see their 
money again, will pay higher annual 
fees and rates, will probably have no 
grace period, and will pay hidden or 
additional fees other than the ones dis-
closed. (Note: this warning does not 
apply to "secured" credit card plans.) 
A relatively easy alternative for those 
with no credit history is a secured credit 
card, says Consumer Action. Secured 
cards are available to those who have a 
steady source of income and funds on 
deposit as collateral for credit. CA asked 
secured credit card issuers whether they 
would consider applications from people 
who have had credit problems; most 
said they would do so. 
On September IS, a coalition of com-
munity organizations (including CA) 
asked the PUC to require automatic 
blocking of new telephone information 
(900) services. The group hopes to pre-
vent problems similar to those experi-
enced with 976 numbers when the pro-
posed new 900 information service 
begins in California (see infra report on 
PUBLIC ADVOCATES for more infor-
mation on this issue). 
At a September news conference in 
Washington, D.C., consumer groups, 
legislators, state utility regulators, and 
long distance companies united to op-
pose the "price cap" plan of the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC), 
claiming the proposal will cost con-
,sumers billions of dollars, Opponents 
urged the FCC to reconsider the pro-
posal to change the way AT&T and the 
regional Bell companies are regulated, 
and indicated that Congress may take 
action in 1989 to prevent the plan from 
taking effect. 
FCC's plan would allow "dominant 
carriers" such as AT&T and Pacific Bell 
to opt out of the "fair rate of return" 
regulation traditionally used to control 
telephone company rates. Consumer 
Federation of America represented CA 
at the news conference, and insisted that 
FCC's plan will result in much higher 
rates than would be allowed if tradi-
tional regulation were continued. CF A 
believes that current Bell company rates 
are too high, citing profits which are 
2-3% higher than those of comparable 
companies during the last four years. 
"Ratepayers will be charged between 
$2 and $7 billion too much for long 
distance services over the next few years 
if the FCC price cap is implemented," 
said Gene Kimmelman of CF A. 
CONSUMERS UNION 
1535 Mission St, 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
(415) 431-6747 
Consumers Union (CU), the largest 
consumer organization in the nation, is 
a consumer advocate on a wide range of 
issues in both federal and state forums. 
At the national level, Consumers Union 
publishes Consumer Reports, Historical-
ly, Consumers Union has been very 
active in California consumer issues. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
On November 21, CU and a coalition 
of consumer groups issued a warning 
that shoppers who make holiday charges 
to retail store credit accounts will be in 
for a nasty surprise in January when 
interest rates rise. A new state law-
SB 2592 (Dills)-took effect on January 
I and abolishes the 18% interest rate 
limit on retail credit cards. (See CRLR 
Vol. 8, No, 4 (Fall 1988) p. 21 and Vol. 
8, No. 3 (Summer 1988) p, 25 for details 
on the legislation.) The new law will run 
for a three-year trial period. CU said 
that for the first time since 1959, retail-
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ers may charge California consumers 
unlimited interest rates. The legislation 
allows retailers to apply any rate in-
creases to existing balances carried over 
into 1989. 
Three consumer groups surveyed thir-
teen retail companies about what they 
will do when the interest rates are de-
regulated under SB 2592. Of those sur-
veyed, only one chain (Mervyn's) said it 
would not raise its rates in 1989. Three 
others (Sears, Macy's and J.C. Penney) 
said any increase would not affect out-
standing balances accumulated before 
the end of the year. Californians have 
amassed a total of $4.8 billion in retail 
credit card debt. Consumer groups be-
lieve low-income people will be the 
hardest hit by the new law, because they 
tend to let their credit balances build, 
resulting in larger interest payments. 
Consumer groups estimate that each I% 
increase in interest rates will cost Cali-
fornia consumers at least $50 million 
per year. 
In early December, Assembly Finance 
and Insurance Committee Chair Patrick 
Johnston and CU announced that new 
legislation would be introduced to create 
a "no-fault" insurance system that would 
be superior to the no-fault proposal 
offered by the insurance industry in its 
unsuccessful Proposition 104. The plan 
will be modeled after New York's no-
fault law and would offer consumers 
higher benefits and greater legal protec-
tion for accident victims, according to 
CU and Johnston. Under a no-fault 
system, accident victims are compensated 
to a specified limit by their own insur-
ance companies, regardless of fault in 
an accident. 
Johnston and CU said the new bill 
would complement Proposition 103, 
which was approved by voters in Novem-
ber. They said that while Proposition 
103 controls rates, it does not address 
the need to reduce claims costs, which 
are very high in California. Johnston 
said his measure will offer a reasonable 
way to pay victims quickly and reduce 
the number of lawsuits for minor acci-
dents. CU policy analyst Judith Bell 
said the proposed law would not detract 
from Proposition 103, noting that insur-
ance rate regulation and repeal of the 
industry's antitrust exemption-both pro-
visions of Proposition 103-are necessary 
aspects of a good no-fault law. 
The Johnston proposal will include 
a base level of at least $50,000 for com-
pensation of medical costs and lost 
wages. It will attempt to control medical 
costs by setting a schedule of fees 
charged by physicians for treating 
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accident-caused injuries. The law will 
also determine when an accident victim 
may sue for non-economic damages such 
as pain and suffering. Like the New 
York measure, Johnston's bill will dis-
allow such suits unless injuries are con-
sidered serious or permanent. 
On December 5, CU sent a letter to 
the California Supreme Court, joining 
the proponents of Proposition 103 and 
Attorney General John Van de Kamp in 
urging the court to lift all or a large part 
of the stay it imposed on the initiative 
on November 10. CU, which endorsed 
the measure last fall, argued in its 
message to the court that many of the 
provisions of Proposition 103 have not 
been specifically challenged by the insur-
ance industry, have been tested in other 
states, and should be allowed to work 
for Californians. CU's letter noted that 
Proposition 103's repeal of the antitrust 
exemption previously enjoyed by the 
industry has been advocated by advisers 
to the last three U.S. presidents. The 
court subsequently lifted the stay as to 
all but two provisions of Proposition 
103 (for more information, see supra 
report on ACCESS TO JUSTICE FOUN-
DATION; see infra agency report on 
DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE). 
At the end of October, CU called on 
Attorney General Van de Kamp and 
Governor Deukmejian to investigate the 
fact that California's largest banks 
charge consumers up to 6% higher inter-
est rates on unsecured loans, and pay 
consumers as much as 1.5% lower inter-
est rates on their deposits than major 
banks in most other large U.S. states. 
CU has been tracking the interest rates 
since the beginning of 1986. CU asserted 
that if interest rate competition pre-
vailed in California, consumers could 
have earned up to $270 million more 
between September 1987 and September 
1988. A spokesperson for CU said the 
California interest rate mystery raises 
major antitrust questions about possible 
price fixing or parallel pricing. CU 
suggested that consumers look for small 
financial institutions which offer better 
deals on interest rates. 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
DEFENSE FUND 
Rockridge Market Hall 
5655 College Ave. 
Oakland, CA 94618 
(415) 658-8008 
The Environmental Defense Fund 
(EDF) was formed in 1967 by a group 
of Long Island scientists and naturalists 
concerned that DDT was poisoning the 
environment. EDF was a major force 
behind the 1972 federal ban of DDT. 
Staffed by scientists, economists, and 
attorneys, EDF is now a national organi-
zation working to protect the environ-
ment and the public health. Through 
extensive scientific and economic re-
search, EDF identifies and develops 
solutions to environmental problems. 
EDF currently concentrates on four 
areas of concern: energy, toxics, water 
resources and wildlife. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
Approximately thirty chemicals called 
dioxins are known to cause cancer, liver 
damage, immune system impairment, 
infertility, and birth defects. Recent 
tests have revealed the presence of low 
levels of a particularly carcinogenic 
dioxin in some bleached paper products 
such as paper towels, coffee filters, and 
paper plates. On the eve of trial in 
EDF's four-year-old lawsuit to compel 
the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) to regulate major sources 
of dioxin, the parties reached an historic 
settlement. EDF's December 1988 news-
letter reports that EPA agreed to a set 
of court-enforceable deadlines, under 
which it must act in deciding whether to 
regulate specific dioxin sources including 
municipal incinerators, organic chemi-
cals, and mills which produce bleached 
paper products. 
With cooperation from The Adver-
tising Council, EDF has launched a 
major national advertising campaign to 
increase recycling by individuals and 
communities. The campaign will feature 
up to $25 million worth of donated 
television, radio, newspaper, and maga-
zine ads aimed at reducing the 150 
million tons of trash generated every 
year in the United States. Only about 
10% of the nation's waste is currently 
recycled. According to EDF, other in-
dustrial nations generate only half as 
much trash per person as Americans, 
and they recycle a major portion of it. 
The ad campaign will include a toll-free 
number to call for information; each 
caller will receive a brochure outlining 
ways in which communities benefit from 
recycling. 
In response to the first major legal 
action to enforce Proposition 65, filed 
by EDF on August 2, 1988, the tobacco 
industry agreed to place cancer warning 
labels on all cigars and pipe tobacco. 
EDF filed notice of a citizen suit chal-
lenging the failure of tobacco companies 
and supermarkets to comply with Propo-
s1t1on 65's warning requirements, and 
Attorney General John Van de Kamp 
took the case to court. According to 
EDF, the loophole on tobacco warnings 
has been part of federal law for twenty 
years, and Proposition 65 closed it in 
less than three weeks. 
FUND FOR ANIMALS 
Fort Mason Center, Bldg. C 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
(415) 474-4020 
Founded in 1967, the Fund works 
for wildlife conservation and to combat 
cruelty to animals locally, nationally, 
and internationally. Its motto is "we ' 
speak for those who can't." The Fund's 
activities include legislation, litigation, 
education, and confrontation. Its New 
York founder, Cleveland Amory, still 
serves without salary as president and 
chief executive officer. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
On December 27, Fund for Animals 
sent then-President-elect George Bush a 
telegram while he was hunting quail in 
Texas, urging him to "shoot clay 
pigeons, not live quail." The Fund urged 
Bush to end the hunt in which he has 
participated every year for the last 25 
years. Cleveland Amory, president of 
the 250,000-member Fund for Animals, 
said he thought Bush should set an ex-
ample for the country and follow through 
on his campaign pledge to seek a "kinder, 
gentler nation." Amory said that by 
"abandoning quail hunting, Bush could 
send a clear message to America that 
one need not kill wild animals to ap-
preciate them." According to the Fund, 
more than 20 million quail were killed 
in last year's hunt and millions more 
were wounded. 
For years, animals rights advocates 
have protested the fact that the animal 
research industry uses tens of millions 
of taxpayer dollars, and destroys over 
50 million animals annually in labora-
tory experiments. They call the research 
painful, cruel, and scientifically useless. 
According to animal protectionists, some 
experiments (which are performed with-
out anesthesia) involve forced massive 
doses of detergent, floor wax, or oven 
cleaner; other experiments include in-
duced blindness, sleep deprivation, 
induced drug addiction, and electric 
shock. While the scientific community 
claims these animal experiments are 
critical for the advancement of medicine, 
animal rights advocates contend that 
animal research yields no direct benefit 
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to human health or disease control. 
Animal protectionists insist that new 
technologies, including computer simula-
tions and cell and tissue cultures, can 
more closely mirror human physiology. 
Last spring, Fund for Animals tagged 
Dr. Richard Van Sluyters of the Uni-
versity of California at Berkeley for its 
"Worst Animal Research of the Year" 
award. Cleveland Amory appeared at a 
news conference with Dr. Robert Neger, 
a San Francisco opthalmologist and 
former animal researcher. Amory re-
ported that for fourteen years, Dr. Van 
Sluyters has received millions of dollars 
in tax money which he has used to sew 
shut or cut out the eyes of kittens and 
baby rats. Van Sluyters, an optometrist, 
is chair of UC Berkeley's "Committee 
for the Protection of Animal Subjects," 
which has never once disapproved proto-
cols for animal experimentation. Opthal-
mologist Neger said the painful and 
expensive experiments would be of no 
use to him as a physician who treats eye 
problems. 
Last summer, the federal Bureau of 
Land Management (BLM) indefinitely 
suspended its controversial wild horse 
mass-adoption program which, according 
to animal protectionists, results in the 
slaughter of thousands of mustangs 
rounded up each year by BLM on west-
ern ranges. (See CRLR Vol. 8, No. 2 
(Spring 1988) pp. 21-22 for details.) 
Discarded plastic products continue 
to be a major threat to animals in the 
wild. A network of over forty environ-
mental groups (including Fund for 
Animals) known as the Entanglement 
Network is working to solve the plastic 
entanglement problem. Millions of 
marine animals, birds, and other wild-
life are killed annually from eating or 
becoming entangled in plastic waste. As 
a result of pressure from animal defend-
ers, the U.S. Navy has taken the im-
portant first step of implementing 42 
recommendations that will halt the 
Navy's dumping of plastic into the 
oceans by 1992 ( the current rate of 
Navy plastic dumping at sea is four tons 
per day). 
Animal advocates are lobbying Con-
gress for a requirement that the plastic 
yokes of beverage six-packs be made of 
naturally-degradable materials. Efforts 
are also being made to educate the public 
about the release of millions of rubber 
balloons into the sky. When the balloons 
land, they are often ingested by animals, 
causing death. At least seven bills re-
lating to the dumping and recycling of 
plastics were introduced in Congress 
during 1988. 
On the day after Thanksgiving, usual-
ly the busiest shopping day of the year, 
animal rights activists picketed stores 
selling animal furs in many cities around 
the nation. 
ICAN (INSURANCE CONSUMER 
ACTION NETWORK) 
3580 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1740 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 
(213) 387-2515 
The Insurance Consumer Action Net-
work (ICAN), organized in January 
1986, is a coalition of individuals and 
organizations committed to providing a 
consumer perspective to balance insur-
ance industry lobbying, and to being 
involved in the process which shapes 
and protects insurance consumers' rights 
and interests at state and national levels. 
Presently based in Los Angeles, !CAN 
affiliates include Common Cause, Con-
sumers Union and Public Advocates; it 
is working to establish a presence in 
other states. ICAN / Legislate, a network 
of state legislators who are members of 
policy committees which consider insur-
ance issues, is intended to offset the 
influence of a similar industry group 
and will develop public policy, conduct 
research, and draft model legislation in 
the interests of the insurance consumer. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
ICAN helped Senate President pro 
Tempore David Roberti draft SB 3, an 
urgency bill that would establish an 
Office of Insurance Consumer Advocate 
within the state Department of Justice. 
The Advocate would be empowered to 
intervene in any insurance-related judicial 
or administrative proceeding. A related 
bill, SB 41 (Green), would grant the 
Insurance Consumer Advocate created 
under SB 3 the power to investigate 
allegations of unfair business practices 
and bad faith claims practices, and to 
intervene in behalf of consumers in these 
cases. 
Proposition I 03, passed by voters in 
November, establishes a nonprofit con-
sumer advocacy corporation to represent 
consumers in matters relating to insur-
ance. But, according to ICAN Executive 
Director Steven Miller, the Office of 
Insurance Consumer Advocate proposed 
in SB 3 is also necessary because Propo-
sition 103's consumer advocacy corpora-
tion may take a year or more to become 
fully operative. On December 7, the state 
Supreme Court lifted its earlier stay on 
the implementation of numerous pro-
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visions of Proposition 103, but left intact 
the stay on the provision of requiring 
insurers to include notices about the 
corporation in policy renewal envelopes. 
Additional delays in establishment of 
the initiative's consumer group could be 
caused by the insurance industry's court 
challenge to all provisions of Propo-
sition 103. 
According to Miller, "the Insurance 
Commissioner has extraordinary authori-
ty in rulemaking and standard-setting 
under Proposition 103. The start-up 
phase would benefit from an Insurance 
Consumer Advocate to balance what 
will be a strong presence by the insur-
ance industry before the Commissioner." 
The Office of Insurance Consumer Ad-
vocate under the Attorney General would 
have been created under Proposition I 00, 
authored by ICAN and backed by the 
California Trial Lawyers Association. 
The initiative was defeated in the Novem-
ber election. 
LEAGUE FOR COASTAL 
PROTECTION 
P. 0. Box 421698 
San Francisco, CA 94142-1698 
(415) 777-0220 
Created in 1981, the League for 
Coastal Protection (LCP) is a coalition 
of citizen organizations and individuals 
working to preserve California's coast. 
It is the only statewide organization con-
centrating all its efforts on protecting 
the coast. The League maintains a con-
stant presence in Sacramento and moni-
tors Coastal Commission hearings. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
In the Fall 1988 edition of its Coast-
lines newsletter, LCP credited citizen 
lobbying and the leadership of Senator 
Henry Mello for salvaging the Coastal 
Commission's 1988-89 budget. The Bud-
get Restoration Act (AB 1903-Vascon-
cellos ), which includes $400,000 in 
unrestricted funding for the Coastal 
Commission, was signed into law on 
September 19. In Jtine, Governor Deuk-
mejian had used the line-item veto to 
eliminate a significant portion of the 
Commission's budget (see CRLR Vol. 
8, No. 4 (Fall 1988) p. 28 for details); 
but the legislature, in enacting AB 1903, 
linked Coastal Commission funding to 
the budget of the Governor's own Re-
sources Agency. The legislation will 
ensure that Commission district offices 
in Santa Cruz and Santa Barbara will 
remain open. LCP considers the funding 
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an essential step toward rebuilding the 
Commission. According to LCP, the 
lesson of the 1988 political session is 
that it pays to engage aggressively in 
electoral and legislative activity. A Coast-
lines editorial commented: "The system 
does tend to respond to the active par-
ticipation of those willing to try to 
influence it." 
Members of LCP and the Sierra Club 
and other environmentalists supported 
Proposition O (Los Angeles area) on 
the November ballot, which was ap-
proved by the voters. Proposition 0 
repeals ordinances which currently allow 
Occidental Petroleum Corporation to 
drill onshore in the Pacific Palisades 
community. Proposition O also bans any 
future drilling within 1,000 yards of the 
mean high tide line, except in industrial 
areas of the Los Angeles Harbor. 
Shortly after the November 8 elec-
tion, the U.S. Department of the Interior 
announced plans to expand the scope of 
offshore oil exploration with Lease Sale 
95, specifying seventeen tracts within 
eighteen miles off north San Diego 
County. (See CRLR Vol. 8, No. 4 (Fall 
1988) p. 23 for background information.) 
LCP, Sierra Club, many other environ-
mental groups, the San Diego Associa-
tion of Governments (SANDAG), and 
two local Congressmembers have ex-
pressed opposition to the plan. Also 
opposed to the proposal is the U.S. 
Marine Corps, which uses approximately 
seventeen miles of the coastal area for 
amphibious landing training at its Camp 
Pendleton base north of San Diego. 
Conservation groups predict a long, 
hard battle, including testimony at pub-
lic hearings and congressional lobbying. 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
DEFENSE COUNCIL 
90 New Montgomery St., Suite 620 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
(415) 777-0220 
The Natural Resources Defense Coun-
cil (NRDC) is a nonprofit environmental 
advocacy organization with a nationwide 
membership of more than 70,000 indi-
viduals, more than 13,000 of whom 
reside in California. Since 1972, NRDC's 
western office in San Francisco has been 
active on a wide range of California, 
western, and national environmental 
issues. Most of that work is now grouped 
under five subject-matter headings: pub-
lic lands, coastal resources, pesticides, 
energy, and water supply. In these areas, 
NRDC lawyers and scientists work on 
behalf of underrepresented environ-
mental quality interests before numerous 
state and federal forums. Public health 
concerns are increasingly a priority, in 
addition to conservation of nonrenew-
able resources and ecosystem preser-
vation. 
NRDC has been active in developing 
energy conservation alternatives to new 
power plants and offshore oil drilling, 
and resource-conserving land use policies 
in California's coastal counties and fed-
erally-managed lands. Notable recent 
achievements claimed by NRDC include 
leadership of coalitions which have 
developed broadly-supported federal 
legislative initiatives on pesticide 
regulation and efficiency standards for 
household appliances. 
Agricultural water supply and drain-
age issues are taking on growing im-
portance with NRDC, including the 
widely-publicized contamination of the 
Kesterson Wildlife Refuge and the 
broader policy issues underlying that 
crisis. In California, NRDC appears 
frequently before the Coastal Commis-
sion, Energy Commission, and Public 
Utilities Commission. NRDC also main-
tains offices in New York and Washing-
ton, D.C. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
In late November, NRDC strongly 
criticized a decision by the U.S. Depart-
ment of the Interior which allows renewal 
of forty-year California Central Valley 
water district contracts without complet-
ing environmental reviews. NRDC staff 
attorney Hal Candee said the action 
violates the federal Endangered Species 
Act, Migratory Bird Treaty Act, Clean 
Water Act, National Environmental Poli-
cy Act, and Reclamation Reform Act of 
1982. According to NRDC, the ruling 
contravenes the recommendations of the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, and both those agencies assert 
that environmental reviews are required 
by law when water contracts are renewed 
or renegotiated. Such environmental re-
views would assist in the development 
of water conservation techniques, and 
help identify and prevent future environ-
mental disasters such as the poisonous 
agricultural chemical runoff that con-
taminated the Kesterson National Wild-
life Refuge. 
According to NRDC's Fall 1988 News-
line newsletter, a proposal by the Reagan 
administration to "streamline" the U.S. 
Forest Service's (USFS) administrative 
appeals process threatens to severely cur-
tail the public's role in agency decision-
making regarding forest management. 
Over the past few years, NRDC's expand-
ed Forestry Program has been involved 
in over two dozen cases across the 
nation, scrutinizing and commenting on 
USFS forest management plans. New 
USFS proposals for 156 national forests 
will direct logging, road development, 
habitat preservation, and recreational 
opportunities for the next fifty years. 
According to NRDC, many of the plans 
are heavily skewed in favor of commer-
cial development at the expense of en-
vironmental values, and the group is 
concerned that proposed agency appeals 
procedures may limit its involvement in 
the proceedings. 
Under the proposal, several facets of 
the appeals process will be eliminated 
and citizens will lose the right to appeal 
plans beyond one level within the USFS. 
All cases will have to be filed within 45 
days, and the 60-day extension common-
ly granted to allow preparation of a 
technical case will be abolished. Oral 
arguments will be eliminated, as well as 
the right to file a written reply to the 
agency's arguments. NRDC has urged 
the Forest Service to reconsider the 
worst features of its proposed regulations. 
Several NRDC staff members have 
been working for changes in the regula-
tions that govern disposal of sewage and 
medical wastes to halt the dumping of 
such materials into ocean waters. NRDC 
and the Oceanic Society may file a law-
suit to prevent sewage discharges at the 
Deepwater Municipal Sludge Site off 
the coast of New York. The suit will 
charge that nine municipalities of New 
York and New Jersey are in violation of 
several federal environmental statutes. 
Also to be named in the proposed legal 
action are the EPA and the U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce. According to NRDC, 
the EPA has allowed and condoned 
illegal dumping for years and has "sat 
idly by ignoring the systematic destruc-
tion of the ocean environment." 
In August, NRDC staff testified be-
fore Congress in support of the proposed 
Ocean Dumping Phase-Out Act of 1988 
(H.R. 4338), which would outlaw all 
ocean dumping of sewage sludge by the 
end of 1992. NRDC attorney Jacqueline 
Warren also testified before the House 
Committee on Small Business with re-
gard to disposal of medical wastes. She 
criticized the inadequacy of state and 
local regulations governing such dis-
posal, noting that hospital incinerators 
lack adequate pollution-control equip-
ment, steam sterilization is an unproven 
technology, landfills are usually unable 
to prevent leaching, and sewage disposal 
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incorrectly assumes that municipal treat-
ment facilities will be able to decontam-
inate medical wastes. Warren told the 
committee that a federal framework of 
uniform requirements is urgently needed 
to guide disposal efforts, and that EPA 
should include "infectious waste" as part 
of the federal hazardous waste program. 
NETWORK PROJECT 
P.O. Box 1736 
Santa Monica, CA 90406 
(213) 395-7622 
The Network Project (NP) is a non-
profit, tax-deductible consumer research 
organization established in 1985 to moni-
tor the impact of new technologies on 
consumers and the exercise of consumer 
rights in the marketplace. The project 
focuses on how high technology can be 
used to both protect consumers and en-
hance citizen participation in democratic 
institutions. The bimonthly newsletter 
Network provides subscribers with infor-
mation on consumer issues, including 
articles on state and federal consumer-
related activities. The Consumer Alert 
bulletin is published periodically to in-
form members of critical developments 
on consumer issues. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
The long-awaited report on consumer 
billing complaints being prepared jointly 
by Network Project and the Washington, 
D.C. Center for the Study of Responsive 
Law has been delayed again. The groups 
hope to announce completion of the 
report during 1989. (See CRLR Vol. 8, 
No. 2 (Spring 1988) p. 23 for background 
information.) 
Network Project reminds consumers 
to watch for the six most common types 
of billing problems: 
-Unitemized bills-make certain the 
price of each product or service is listed 
separately; if it is not, ask for the 
breakdown. 
-Indecipherable bills-statements 
often contain complicated and obscure 
codes and numbers. Scrutinize the bills 
and make sure you understand how the 
charge was calculated. 
-Overcharges-check bills for items 
that may be grossly inflated and chal-
lenge those charges that were not agreed 
upon or that do not match receipts from 
the time of purchase. 
-Phone charges-check for items list-
ed that may be phantom charges never 
ordered. Some mail order scams send 
out materials that appear to be bills due 
for payment. 
-Interest on billing mistakes-some 
billing errors made by companies leave 
the consumer with late charges or inter-
est on unpaid balances or other penal-
ties. Always check on subsequent bills 
after errors have been corrected to be 
certain interest or other charges have 
not been added. 
-Bill processing charges-computer-
ized bills now frequently include a 
"processing" charge, billing consumers 
for the cost of billing! If the total bill is 
higher than it should be, check for this 
type of additional charge and object to it. 
PACIFIC LEGAL FOUNDATION 
2700 Gateway Oaks Dr., Suite 200 
Sacramento, CA 95833 
(916) 641-8888 
The Pacific Legal Foundation (PLF) 
is a public interest law firm which sup-
ports free enterprise, private property 
rights, and individual freedom. PLF de-
votes most of its resources to litigation, 
presently participating in more than I 00 
cases in state and federal courts. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
PLF recently filed an amicus brief in 
Marblehead v. City of San Clemente, in 
which the Orange County Superior 
Court overturned the city's recently-
enacted growth control initiative. PLF 
reports the court relied on Noffan v. 
California Coastal Commission, which 
PLF successfully litigated before the 
U.S. Supreme Court (see CRLR Vol. 7, 
No. 4 (Fall 1987) p. 24 for background 
information). According to PLF. the San 
Clemente initiative banned any signifi-
cant residential development until cer-
tain public service standards and traffic 
conditions were met -regardless of 
whether they would be directly affected 
by current development. PLF sees the 
case as significant because it is the first 
time a court has applied Noffan to a 
growth control measure, and an initiative 
requiring property owners to solve prob-
lems not of their own creation has been 
invalidated. PLF believes the decision is 
important to the increased availability 
of affordable housing, because the ex-
clusionary impacts of slow-growth poli-
cies tend to drive housing costs upward. 
In another amicus filing, PLF joined 
with taxpayer groups in opposing a city-
imposed per parcel property tax in City 
of Oakland v. Digre. The court agreed 
with PLF, and ruled that the city's per 
parcel tax, which was assessed in addi-
tion to the standard ad valorem property 
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tax, violates the state constitution's pro-
hibition against double taxation. 
During the fall of I 988, PLF estab-
lished its new Limited Government Pro-
ject to provide a permanent legal effort 
designed to reduce the role of govern-
ment in citizens' daily lives. PLF believes 
that government bureaucracy and over-
regulation "is the greatest threat to 
individual and economic freedom." PLF 
has targeted four areas for its initial 
focus: environmental overregulation of 
wetlands; full implementation of Presi-
dent Reagan's Executive Order requiring 
federal agencies to comply with private 
property principles recognized in Nollan; 
balance and fairness in toxic and hazard-
ous waste regulation; and rent control. 
PLANNING AND 
CONSERVATION LEAGUE 
909 12th St., Suite 203 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
(916) 444-8 726 
The Planning and Conservation 
League (PCL) is a nonprofit statewide 
alliance of several thousand citizens and 
more than 120 conservation organiza-
tions devoted to promoting sound environ-
mental legislation in California. Located 
in Sacramento, PCL actively lobbies for 
legislation to preserve California's coast; 
to prevent dumping of toxic wastes into 
air, water, and land; to preserve wild 
and scenic rivers; and to protect open 
space and agricultural land. 
PCL is the oldest environmental lob-
bying group in the state. Founded in 
1965 by a group of citizens concerned 
about uncontrolled development through-
out the state, PCL has fought for two 
decades to develop a body of resource-
protective environmental law which will 
keep the state beautiful and productive. 
PCL 's promotional literature states 
that it has been active in every major 
environmental effort in California and a 
participant in the passage of several 
pieces of significant legislation, includ-
ing the California Environmental Quality 
Act, the Coastal Protection Law, the act 
creating the Bay Conservation and Devel-
opment Commission, the Lake Tahoe 
Compact Act, the Energy Commission 
Act, the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, 
and laws which enhance the quality of 
urban environments. 
PCL is supported by individual and 
group membership fees, with a current 
membership of more than 7,000 individ-
uals. PCL established its nonprofit, tax-
deductible PCL Foundation in 1971, 
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which is supported by donations from 
individuals, other foundations, and gov-
ernment grants. The Foundation special-
izes in research and public education 
programs on a variety of natural re-
source issues. It has undertaken several 
major projects, including studies of the 
California coast, water quality, river 
recreation industries, energy pricing, 
land use, the state's environmental bud-
get, and implementation of environment-
al policies. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
In the September and October 1988 
issues of its California Today newsletter, 
PCL charged Governor Deukmejian with 
attempting to circumvent the will of the 
people with his proposal to balance the 
state budget by taking money directly 
from Proposition 70 (the Wildlife, Coast-
al and Parkland Conservation Act passed 
overwhelmingly by voters in June 1988) 
and other state general obligation bond 
acts. According to California Today, the 
Governor wanted to pay the state's Joan 
interest out of bond proceeds rather than 
the usual payment of interest by the 
state General Fund. The proposal would 
have taken $60 million from Proposition 
70 projects. The Governor's attempt was 
defeated in late September by a strong 
PCL-led lobbying effort. 
The PCL Foundation and the Coastal 
Fisheries Foundation have been awarded 
a contract by the state Department of 
Conservation to develop a program to 
recycle waste which otherwise would be· 
dumped into the ocean. The model re-
cycling program will contact fishers, 
recreational boaters, and other mariners 
to convince them to bring their wastes 
ashore and recycle them rather than 
throwing them overboard. PCL says 
thousands of marine birds and mammals 
are killed each year off California's coast 
from entanglement in abandoned nets 
six-pack holders, and other debris. Th~ 
program will be implemented at com-
mercial and recreational ports starting 
with a demonstration project that will 
be tested for two years. 
PCL hosted its annual Environ-
mental Symposium on January 28-29 at 
Sacramento State University. The event 
serves as PCL's annual meeting, and is 
an opportunity for environmentalists to 
meet, listen to political leaders, and dis-
cuss the year's legislative agenda. 
PUBLIC ADVOCATES 
1535 Mission St. 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
(415) 431-7430 
Public Advocates (PA) is a nonprofit 
public interest Jaw firm concentrating 
on the areas of education, employment, 
health, housing, and consumer affairs. 
PA is committed to providing legal rep-
resentation to the poor, racial minorities, 
the elderly, women, and other legally 
underrepresented groups. Since its found-
ing in I 971, PA has filed over JOO class 
action suits and represented more than 
70 organizations, including the NAACP, 
the League of United Latin American 
Citizens, the National Organization for 
Women and the Gray Panthers. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
On September 15, a coalition of com-
munity organizations represented by 
Public Advocates filed a motion with 
the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) 
to require automatic blocking of new 
900-number telephone information ser-
vices. (See CRLR Vol. 8, No. 3 (Summer 
1988) p. 30 for background information.) 
The 900 numbers will be introduced in 
California in 1989, and will offer a 
variety of services including party line, 
sports information, dating services, busi-
ness promotions, and "adult"/ porno-
graphic services. The PUC is expected 
to hold hearings on PA 's request, which 
was filed to prevent problems similar to 
those which arose from the institution 
of 976 information services. 
Because of numerous problems with 
976 services, the PUC in March 1988 
ordered PacBell to block access to 976 
numbers free of charge to residential 
ratepayers who so request. PA Director 
Robert Gnaizda has been critical of the 
blocking program, asserting that many 
low-income and non-English-speaking 
consumers are unaware of the no-cost 
availability of blocking or of their eligibil-
ity for 976 refunds. (See CRLR Vol. 8, 
No. 4 (Fall 1988) p. 26 for background 
information.) In its PUC filing, PA and 
its clients call on PacBell to institute a 
blocking system for 900 numbers similar 
to one imposed by regulatory agencies 
in Maryland and Pennsylvania. That 
system blocks access to all 900 informa-
tion numbers; customers who wish to 
call 900 numbers must first subscribe by 
sending Bell Atlantic a written request 
for the service. PA and its clients believe 
the automatic blocking ensures that only 
those who desire the service and are 
informed about it will order it. Accord-
ing to PA, the Bell Atlantic subscription 
system also eliminates the need for 
expensive studies on the impact of block-
ing, notification campaigns, and refund 
programs. PA contends it would mini-
mize the likelihood that vulnerable 
populations will be subject to high in-
formation services bills through confu-
sion and misunderstanding. 
Pacific Bell opposes the request, con-
tending that its proposal for 900 services 
already includes adequate consumer pro-
tections. PacBell's plan would require a 
warning message regarding the charges 
and content of the message; an 18-second 
hang-up delay; a signal when there is 
live conversation; written notification 
when 900 calls exceed $75 per month; 
selective blocking of particular or all 
900 numbers; and a one-time refund 
policy when calls are made by a minor 
or without the subscriber's permission, 
or when the customer is unaware of the 
availability of blocking. 
PA and its clients counter that 
PacBell's plan places the burden of pro-
tection primarily on the customer, and 
argue that not all consumers are fully 
informed on telecommunications issues 
and the problems and choices confront-
ing telephone users. PA believes that 
many customers will not respond to 
letters about blocking or refund pro-
grams, because they are inundated with 
form mailings and requests to buy 
products, and often ignore all such mail. 
In its September filing, PA cited a 
previously-undisclosed March 1988 in-
ternal PacBell study which was revealed 
during October PUC hearings on the 
976 issue. A Field Research study com-
missioned by PacBell found that by five 
to one, customers have a more negative 
than positive attitude about 976 services, 
and that one-half of all customers who 
used 976 may be eligible for refunds, 
while only about 5% have received re-
funds to date. More than half the cus-
tomers surveyed favor an outright ban 
on pornographic messages, which make 
up the bulk of 976 services. 
On behalf of a coalition of women/ 
minority organizations, PA asked 
Congress on November 15 to block a 
takeover of San Diego Gas and Electric 
Company (SDG&E) by Southern Califor-
nia Edison Company (SCE). Testifying 
before a House subcommittee, PA and 
its clients cited what they called Edison's 
deplorable record of failing to hire and 
promote minorities and women or to 
grant contracts to female- and minority-
owned businesses. Witnesses told Con-
gress members that the $15 billion 
company has only two Hispanics among 
its 300 key executives, and one black 
among its top 250 employees. PA called 
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SCE's record on women/minority issues 
the worst among California's utilities. 
In an unusual move, PA recently 
asked the PUC to order California tele-
phone companies to pay for its inter-
vention expenses in advance so it can 
adequately represent consumer and 
women/ minority groups in major up-
coming telephone deregulation proceed-
ings. The proceedings could significantly 
affect the rules governing the telecom-
munications industry into the next 
century. Under current PUC rules, inter-
venors in such cases must pay for their 
intervention expenses "up front", and 
are reimbursed only after the proceed-
ings are concluded and if the PUC rules 
that the intervenor has made a sub-
stantial contribution to the outcome of 
the proceedings. PA's Robert Gnaizda 
argues that the major undertaking will 
be too costly for his clients to subsidize 
during the PUC proceedings, and that 
PA will be outspent by millions invested 
by phone companies. Gnaizda said he 
will be opposed in the case by twenty 
companies, and that PacBell alone will 
have at least 100 management-level em-
ployees working on the matter. Gnaizda's 
request was denied by the administrative 
law judge presiding over the proceeding; 
a related discovery request to determine 
the total amount that has been or will 
be spent by the telephone companies 
was not ruled upon. 
PUBLIC INTEREST 
CLEARINGHOUSE 
200 McAllister St. 
San Francisco, CA 94102-4978 
(415) 565-4695 
The Public Interest Clearinghouse 
(PIC) is a resource and coordination 
center for public interest law and state-
wide legal services. PIC is partially 
sponsored by four northern California 
law schools: Hastings School of Law, 
University of Santa Clara School of Law, 
Golden Gate School of Law, and Uni-
versity of California at Davis School of 
Law. The Clearinghouse is also funded 
by the California Legal Services Trust 
Fund and a subgrant from the Legal 
Services Corporation. 
Through the Legal Services Coordina-
tion Project, PIC serves as a general 
resource center for all legal services 
programs in California and other states 
in the Pacific region. Services include 
information on funding sources and 
regulations, administrative materials, 
and coordination of training programs. 
PIC's Public Interest Users Group 
(PUG) addresses the needs of computer 
users in the public interest legal com-
munity. Members include legal services 
programs in the western region of the 
United States, State Bar Trust Fund 
recipients, and other professionals in 
various stages of computerization. PUG 
coordinates training events and user 
group meetings, and serves as a clear-
inghouse for information shared by 
public interest attorneys. 
PI C's bi-weekly "Public Interest Em-
ployment Report" lists positions for a 
variety of national, state, and local 
public interest organizations, including 
openings for attorneys, administrators, 
paralegals, and fundraisers. There is no 
charge for job listings in the employ-
ment report. A job resource library at 
PIC's office is available for subscribers 
to the employment report. 
PIC's public interest law program at 
the four sponsoring law schools helps 
prepare students to be effective advo-
cates for the poor and other disad-
vantaged members of society. A project 
known as "PALS"-the Public Interest 
Attorney-Law Student Liaison Program-
matches interested law students with 
practitioners in the field for informal 
discussions about the practice of law. 
PIC's Academic Project promotes 
and facilitates the interaction of law 
school faculty and legal services attor-
neys in furtherance of law in the public 
interest. Faculty members assist practic-
ing attorneys with legal services cases, 
and staff attorneys help faculty with 
research and course materials. 
The Clearinghouse's quarterly news-
letter, Impact, keeps the public interest 
community up-to-date on developments 
in litigation and legislation, and reports 
on activities of other public interest 
advocates. PIC also publishes the Direct-
ory of Bay Area Public Interest Organiza-
tions, which lists over 600 groups and 
information on their services and fees. 
PIC also publishes the Public Interest 
Advocate, a newsletter of its public inter-
est law program. The newsletter prints 
information on part-time and summer 
positions available to iaw students. It is 
published August through April for law 
students in northern California. Listings 
are free and must be received by the 
tenth of the month. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
PU G's "Legalnet" system (see CRLR 
Vol. 8, No. 4 (Fall 1988) p. 27) must be 
renamed (a private firm has prior claim 
to the name), so PUG conducted a 
"Name-the-Net" contest last fall. The 
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contest winner was to be announced in 
January. In September, Apple Computer 
Company awarded PIC and four other 
legal services programs $35,000 worth 
of hardware and software to develop its 
soon-to-be-renamed legal services com-
puter network. 
PUG is working with legal services 
providers to help them get on-line with 
the new "HandsNet" electronic network-
the first designed for California's pov-
erty law community. Four major areas 
are being developed for HandsNet, in-
cluding substantive "folders" for lawyers 
on public benefits, housing, health, and 
a fourth folder for managers and admin-
istrators on community resources, all of 
which were to be available to subscribers 
in early 1989. 
The former Legalnet network will 
become a component of HandsNet. 
HandsNet users will have access to more 
than a dozen folders covering virtually 
every major area of the law currently 
practiced by public interest attorneys. It 
will also contain timely news and infor-
mation, and will enable subscribers to 
electronically transfer time-sensitive 
documents, post requests for assistance, 
and communicate with other legal aid 
offices at any hour of the day. 
In southern California, legal services 
providers now have access to the "LAW 
DOG BBS" computer network to share 
ideas, information, and problems. The 
electronic bulletin board was developed 
by Paul Lee, senior counsel with the 
Housing Unit at the Legal Aid Founda-
tion in Los Angeles. Lee says LAW 
DOG is dedicated solely to assist in the 
free exchange of information among 
not-for-profit legal services organizations 
and community groups. For more infor-




1014 Ninth St., Suite 201 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
(916) 444-6906 
The Sierra Club has 155,000 mem-
bers in California and over 400,000 
members nationally, and works actively 
on environmental and natural resource 
protection issues. The Club is directed 
by volunteer activists. 
In California, Sierra Club has thir-
teen chapters, some with staffed offices. 
Sierra Club maintains a legislative office 
in Sacramento to lobby on numerous 
state issues, including toxics and pesti-
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cides, air and water quality, parks, 
forests, land use, energy, coastal protec-
tion, water development, and wildlife. 
In addition to lobbying the state legis-
lature, the Club monitors the activities 
of several state agencies: the Air Re-
sources Board, Coastal Commission, 
Department of Health Services, Parks 
Department, and Resources Agency. The 
Sacramento office publishes three news-
letters: Legislative Agenda (25 times per 
year); and Toxics Insider and Coastal 
Insider (each about four times per year). 
The Sierra Club Committee on Political 
Education (SCCOPE) is the Club's politi-
cal action committee, which endorses 
candidates and organizes volunteer sup-
port in election campaigns. 
The Sierra Club maintains national 
headquarters in San Francisco, and oper-
ates a legislative office in Washington, 
D.C., and regional offices in several 
cities including Oakland and Los Angeles. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
In assessing the 1988 legislative year, 
the Sierra Club's November California 
Legislative Agenda newsletter criticized 
Governor Deukmejian for what the Club 
termed "his continuing animosity to-
wards environmental protection." The 
Club contended that the year would have 
been much more successful if not for the 
Governor's vetoes of important bills 
addressing solid waste problems and 
recycling; establishment of a major 
toxics source reduction program; the 
safety of new solid waste landfills; pollu-
tion in the state's bays and estuaries; 
and establishment of a marine sanctuary 
off the northern California coast. Legis-
lative Agenda asserted that the Governor 
made no effort to introduce positive 
environmental bills of his own. Further, 
the implementation of Proposition 65, 
the 1986 Safe Drinking Water and Toxics 
Enforcement Act, has turned into a 
battleground between environmentalists 
and the Governor. 
Sierra Club says the "growth revolt" 
grabbed politicians' attention, but rather 
than attempting to solve the problems 
at the root of uncontrolled growth, many 
bills were introduced to clamp down on 
activism. There were attacks on the in-
itiative process, attempts to create new 
exemptions from existing planning laws, 
and proposals to tinker with the Cali-
fornia Environmental Quality Act 
(CEQA). The Club is concerned that 
developers might have enough clout in 
the legislature in 1989 to overturn local 
land use control and weaken CEQA as 
it relates to land use decisions. Accord-
ing to Legislative Agenda, developers 
have a large lobbying corps in Sacra-
mento, donate huge amounts of money 
to campaigns of legislators, and are on 
friendly terms with local elected officials. 
Legislation in 1988 to protect Cali-
fornia's few remaining "old-growth" 
forests either failed to clear committees 
or was vetoed. The Club contends that 
legislators do not have the political will 
to protect these ancient forest lands and 
the important wildlife habitat they em-
body for many endangered species. Accord-
ing to Club leaders, officeholders are 
not hearing enough input from citizens 
demanding that old-growth forests be 
protected. 
On November 14, a federal judge in 
San Diego refused to lift his earlier order 
requiring government agencies and a 
private developer to pay more than 
$100,000 in legal fees to the Sierra Club 
for its successful participation in pro-
tracted litigation over the City of Chula 
Vista's proposal to develop an environ-
mentally-sensitive 400-acre bayfront site. 
The attorneys' fees order followed a May 
1988 settlement of two related lawsuits 
brought by the Sierra Club and the 
League for Coastal Protection (see 
CRLR Vol. 8, No. 3 (Summer 1988) pp. 
27-28 for background information). 
Under the agreement, a 300-acre wildlife 
refuge will be created on Gunpowder 
Point and nearby marshes. 
TURN (TOWARD UTILITY RATE 
NORMALIZATION) 
693 Mission St., 2nd Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94 /05 
(415) 543-1576 
Toward Utility Rate Normalization 
(TURN) is a nonprofit advocacy group 
with about 46,000 members throughout 
California. About one-third of its mem-
bership resides in southern California. 
TURN represents its members, com-
prised of residential and small business 
consumers, in electrical, natural gas, 
and telephone utility rate proceedings 
before the Public Utilities Commission 
(PUC), the courts, and federal regula-
tory and administrative agencies. The 
group's staff also provides technical 
advice to individual legislators and legis-
lative committees, occasionally taking 
positions on legislation. TURN has inter-
vened in about 200 proceedings since its 
founding in 1973. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
In what some called a "landmark" 
decision, the PUC on December 19 
formally approved a settlement reached 
last summer to determine distribution of 
the $5.8 billion cost of the Diablo 
Canyon nuclear power facility. (See 
CRLR Vol. 8, No. 4 (Fall 1988) pp. 28-
29 for background information.) Under 
the agreement hammered out among 
Pacific Gas & Electric Company 
(PG&E), the PUC's Division of Rate-
payer Advocates (ORA), and the state 
Attorney General, rates will be linked to 
the performance of the twin reactors. 
Attorney General John Van de Kamp 
said, "If the plant proves to be a turkey, 
PG&E's shareholders, not its customers, 
will have to shoulder the burden. From 
now on, cost overruns and poor per-
formance at Diablo Canyon will be 
PG&E's problem, not its customers'." 
But TURN Executive Director Sylvia 
Siegel called the settlement "fraudulent," 
because it will enable PG&E to recover 
Diablo's entire cost from customers, and 
vowed her group will go to court to 
block the plan. TURN and other con-
sumer groups also attacked the decision 
because of a $3 billion "floor" provision 
that limits PG&E's losses in certain cir-
cumstances. The groups said the deal 
encourages the utility to operate the 
reactors at potentially dangerous levels 
because the more electrical output, the 
more income for PG&E. 
According to TURN, the PUC de-
cision means PG&E ratepayers will get 
an immediate 5% rate increase. If the 
nuclear plant operates at the average 
capacity rate of all U.S. commercial 
power reactors (58%) over the 28 years 
of the settlement agreement, customers 
will pay about $3.5 billion of the total 
costs. Each I% improvement in oper-
ating capacity will add about $ I 00 mil-
lion to consumers' bills. If the plant fails 
completely, the full burden of costs 
would be borne by shareholders. The 
original plan proposed by the ORA, 
abandoned with the new "settlement," 
recommended that PG&E should recover 
only $1.7 billion of Diab lo 's costs from 
its customers, and at that time DRA 
charged the company and its contractors 
with mismanagement. (For more infor-
mation on the Diablo Canyon settle-
ment, see infra agency report on PUBLIC 
UTILITIES COMMISSION.) 
TURN will testify in state legislative 
hearings and intervene in PUC and 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
(FERC) proceedings on the proposed 
takeover of San Diego Gas & Electric 
Company (SDG&E) by Southern Cali-
fornia Edison Company (SCE). Investi-
gations and hearings on the merger are 
expected to take at least eighteen months. 
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TURN will soon expand its membership 
recruitment activities in the Los Angeles 
region served by SCE. Currently, about 
one-third of its 46,000-member base 
resides in the Los Angeles area. Follow-
ing a December 19 PUC decision to 
decrease SDG&E residential electric 
rates by approximately 7%, and increase 
SCE's electric rates approximately 1.3%, 
TURN's Siegel said San Diegans will be 
paying higher rates of at least ten cents 
per kilowatt-hour if the Edison takeover 
of SDG&E is approved. (See infra report 
on UCAN for more information on the 
merger issue.) 
After the PUC granted California's 
major utilities an increase in allowed 
rate of return from 12.75% to 13% on 
December 19, Sylvia Siegel said rate-
payers were handed pieces of coal for 
their holiday stockings by the PUC, and 
contended that the Commission has 
again demonstrated its preference for 
utility stockholders. 
In response to a proposal by Pacific 
Bell to "freeze" residential phone rates 
until 1992, TURN says the giant mon-
opoly wants less or no regulation. 
PacBell's plan would also eliminate the 
extra cost for touch-tone service; and 
include expanded local calling for no 
extra charge, pricing flexibility for some 
products and services, and "sharing" of 
revenues with ratepayers when earnings 
go above PUC-authorized levels. TURN 
believes history has shown that with less 
regulation of monopolies, customers lose. 
TURN says PacBell's rates should be 
reduced in any case based on its pro-
jections, and that even without the new 
proposal, customers would retain all 
earnings above the allowed rate of re-
turn. TURN believes the PUC should 
reject the plan because it is a guise for 
increased PacBell profits. 
UCAN (UTILITY CONSUMERS' 
ACTION NETWORK) 
4901 Morena Blvd., Suite 128 
San Diego, CA 92117 
(619) 270-7880 
Utility Consumers' Action Network 
(UCAN) is a nonprofit advocacy group 
supported by 65,000 San Diego Gas and 
Electric Company (SDG&E) residential 
and small business ratepayers. UCAN 
focuses upon intervention before the 
California Public Utilities Commission 
(PUC) on issues which directly impact 
San Diego ratepayers. 
UCAN was founded in 1983 after 
receiving permission from the Public 
Utilities Commission to place inserts in 
SDG&E billing packets. These inserts 
permitted UCAN to attract a large 
membership within one year. The insert 
privilege has been suspended as a result 
of a United States Supreme Court de-
cision limiting the content of such inserts. 
UCAN began its advocacy in 1984. 
It has intervened in SDG&E's 1985 and 
1988 General Rate Cases; 1984, 1985, 
and 1986 Energy Cost Adjustment 
Clause proceedings; the San Onofre cost 
overrun hearings; and SDG&E's holding 
company application. UCAN also assists 
individual ratepayers with complaints 
against SDG&E and offers its informa-
tional resources to San Diegans. 
MAJOR PROJECTS: 
In December, UCAN's board of direct-
ors approved the expenditure of up to 
$100,000 to fight the takeover attempt 
of SDG&E by Southern California Edi-
son Company (SCE). On November 30, 
SDG&E's board voted 7-2 to accept 
SCE's offer to purchase the San Diego 
utility for $2.5 billion. Concurrently, 
SDG&E dropped its own plan to absorb 
Tucson Electric Power Company (see 
CRLR Vol. 8, No. 4 (Fall 1988) p. 29 
for details). UCAN's board strongly be-
lieves the merger would not be in the 
best interests of SDG&E ratepayers. 
In the San Diego area, a tremendous 
groundswell of opposition to the pro-
posed Edison-SDG&E merger has sur-
faced among ratepayers as well as elected 
officials and community and business 
leaders. SCE's President Howard Allen 
stunned San Diego leaders and rate-
payers when he announced he would 
ask the PUC to approve rate increases 
for SDG&E customers to pay for the 
costs of the merger, which caused a 
6.9% dilution of Edison stock. San 
Diego's mayor and city council have 
engaged in discussions with other local 
officials regarding a public buyout of 
SDG&E as one alternative to the Edison 
takeover attempt. At this writing, the 
city council is discussing the allocation 
of $250,000 for an independent analysis 
of public ownership which might be 
overseen by the County Water Authority. 
UCAN has advised that the regional 
San Diego Association of Governments 
(SANDAG) would be the more logical 
entity to conduct such a feasibility study. 
UCAN has not taken a position on pub-
lic ownership of SDG&E, and will con-
duct its own study of that alternative as 
part of the overall Edison takeover issue. 
UCAN board members recently met 
with board members of Toward Utility 
Rate Normalization (TURN) to discuss 
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how the two groups might work together 
more closely in opposing the Edison-
SDG&E merger and on a more effective 
and unified ratepayer presence before 
the legislature. 
In December, the PUC's Division of 
Ratepayers Advocates (DRA) announced 
that SCE has been undercollecting at 
least $900 million in revenues from 
ratepayers over the past few years. SCE 
has admitted that amount could grow to 
over $1 billion in 1989. UCAN and DRA 
staff experts have suggested that Edison 
may be avoiding the rate increases in 
order to "maintain an image that its 
rates are lower than those of SDG&E," 
and that Edison's delay "may be closely 
related to its merger activities." SCE 's 
rates are already higher than SDG&E's 
for most or all classes of ratepayers, and 
would be even higher if the state re-
quired the giant company to levy the 
authorized rate increases. 
DRA staff also told PUC commission-
ers that it appears current Edison 
customers are paying (through higher 
rates) the interest costs on major Edison 
borrowings to cover the lack of income 
from the undercollection of revenue. 
UCAN and San Diego elected officials 
are concerned that if a merger is ap-
proved, SDG&E customers would be 
forced to help pay off the undercol-
lections. 
On December 19, UCAN was awarded 
$44,900 in compensation by the PUC 
for its intervention in SDG&E's 1988 
General Rate Case. The Commission's 
decision and UCAN's participation in 
the General Rate Case resulted in a 
decrease of overall average electric rates 
to SDG&E customers of nearly 11%. 
Residential electric rates will be de-
creased by 7%. 
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